Snow Days
Schools are palaces. Education is magic.

Every fall a local television station broadcasts a deplorable ad promoting its expert winter-weather forecasting. The spot opens with a boy asleep and dreaming of a heavy snowfall that cancels school for the day. In the final scene he is awakened by the crooning voice of the station’s “crack meteorologist” announcing that the storm is not a dream but a reality—nay, a miracle—and all area schools are closed. The boy thrusts his arms in the air in a gesture of victory. No school! What more glorious gift could he possibly have hoped for?

I’m sure you have already deduced that my problem with this ad has little to do with jovial weathermen. Rather, it is with the television station’s decision to exploit for market gain the notion that children must, and should, detest school.

I shudder at a message like this—delivered to kids by adults—that school is agony and worth missing. And media, sadly, are far from the only culprits. Too often we as parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, or even passersby fail to realize the message we deliver to each and every guest a personal holiday poke in the nose.

Hey, nobody ever said college was going to be easy.

But beyond these passing tribulations what I see most in these students is the understanding that education is the path to great things. This idea was planted early and nurtured over time until now, in their college days, these buds are on the verge of riotous bloom.

Maybe there is nothing wrong with the occasional snow day, the unexpected opportunity to take a break, recharge the batteries, watch a few cartoons. But never should kids be led to believe that a snow day is an escape from the tortures of education, a death-row reprieve. What we should do is pedestal our schools every chance we get, for the sake of our children as well as ourselves.

Schools are palaces. Education is magic. Snow days are just a fluke.